Global Nonfragile Synchronization in Finite Time for Fractional-Order Discontinuous Neural Networks With Nonlinear Growth Activations.
This paper is concerned with the global nonfragile Mittag-Leffler synchronization and the global synchronization in finite time for fractional-order discontinuous neural networks, where activation functions are discontinuous at 0, or modeled as a local Hölder functions with the nonlinear growth property in a neighborhood of 0. First, two lemmas concerned with the convergence with respect to an absolutely continuous function are developed. Second, a new property, which introduces an inequality of the fractional derivative for the variable upper limit integral with respect to the nonsmooth integrable function, is presented and applied in the synchronization results' analysis. In addition, under the fractional Filippov differential inclusion framework, by utilizing the Lur'e Postnikov-type Lyapunov functional, nonsmooth analysis method, and the convergence properties developed in this paper, the synchronization conditions are derived in the form of linear matrix inequalities. Moreover, the upper bound of the setting time for the global nonfragile synchronization in finite time is calculated accurately. Finally, two illustrations are presented to verify the correctness of the theoretical results.